
…it’s all about passion



Cucina Colore
The market sees a move 
towards experimenting with 
colour. We respond with 
the introduction of a new 
collection of contemporary 
Italian inspired designer 
kitchens which accounts for 
over 20% of our business 
within the first 12 months.

Investing in the Future 
Mereway Kitchens invest 
in new spraying, polishing 
and finishing technologies to 
become one of the first UK 
manufacturers to produce 
high gloss door finishes 
in-house. The second 
generation of English Revival 
is launched.
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Early 
Carcass Unit
An example of 
one of our first 
carcass base units 
illustrating glued 
and dowelled 
rigid construction, 
Continual adjustable 
legs and single piece 
plastic drawer box.

Our First 
Premises
Production of 
kitchen carcasses 
for independent 
retailers starts in a 
small 2000 sq. ft. 
warehouse at Unit 
8, The Fordrough, 
Birmingham.

Colour Co-ordination 
Originally only offered in 
Light and Medium Oak, 
we are the first kitchen 
company to produce 
a colour co-ordinated 
carcass unit. Thought 
novel at the time, it is 
now considered the 
hallmark of a quality 
kitchen.

Superior Carcass Quality 
Publicity stunt by a 
Mereway customer 
demonstrates the strength 
of our rigid glued and 
dowelled Mereway 
‘car’cass units.

English Revival Collection
Mereway develop and 
introduce a new range of 
classic period kitchens aimed 
at the bespoke market.

New Mereway ‘Complete’
We launch the facility for 
customers to order units 
and doors from one supplier 
and move from being a 
component supplier to a full 
kitchen manufacturer. We 
go to market with our first 
full colour brochure and 
turnover increases by 43% 
in just one year.
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Mereway Bathrooms 
Mereway Bathrooms 
move to a separate 
production site of 
30,000 sq. ft. and 
is established as a 
separate company.

Over the last 30 years we have built an 
enviable reputation for not only creating 
beautiful, hand crafted kitchens here in the UK 
but by offering the kind of customer service 
that others can only aspire to.

The collection you are looking at here is…

All our kitchens are constructed using 
traditional materials and methods with 
an obsessive attention to detail. We are 
confident that you will not find comparable 
kitchen’s built quite like this.

That’s because our way, we believe, is the 
best way and that way is the Mereway.

…other collections include:
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First Viral campaign
While celebrating 25 years of 
Mereway, we created a film 
of a tank showing the quality 
of our kitchens compared to 
flat pack. The film goes viral 
and is a huge hit. Visit 
www.merewaykitchens.co.uk 

English Revival 
Modern Classic
Mereway Kitchens create a 
new look with the launch of 
their English Revival Modern 
Classic range. This is widely 
recognised in the industry and 
is nominated for the prestigious 
KBB most innovative kitchen 
design award.

Town & Country
Mereway Kitchens launch a 
new concept where the look 
of the kitchen can be changed 
dramatically through careful 
choice of range content.

30 Years of Mereway
Now firmly recognised in the 
industry for our market leading 
quality and service, Mereway 
celebrate 30 years of success.

We recognise that we have a vital role in helping to 
protect the local and global environment and are proud 
to use a wide range of sustainable products throughout 
the production process. These include timbers that have 
been FSC certified or Pan European approved, or have 

originated from managed forests.

We recognise that we have a vital role in helping to
protect the local and global environment and are proud
to use a wide range of sustainable products throughout 
the production process. These include timbers that have
been FSC certified or Pan European approved, or have

originated from managed forests.
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PASSION

colour

MEMORABLE
satisfying

enticing choices

drama

expertise

contrast

TEXTURE

Cucina Colore is inspired by cosmopolitan culture and embraces 
the very finest in contemporary living.

Whether my taste is for a bold statement look or a soft natural 
scheme, Cucina Colore gives me the ultimate in design flexibility 
through a range of interchangeable cabinet finishes, door 
colours and handles, all designed to work in complete harmony 
to help me create my own unique designer kitchen.

Well for me, there’s the ‘run of the mill’ 
coffees and then there’s that ‘special’ 
coffee. The one that tugs and plays with 
all your senses.

The coffee you fall in love with.

An instant coffee is just that, instantly 
made and instantly forgotten.

But a speciality coffee? Well that’s just 
it, isn’t it? It’s just that little bit exclusive 
because it’s just that little bit special.

It’s a coffee that rises above the mundane 
and fulfils all your expectations. In short, 
it’s what a good coffee should be.

Now, what has this to do with kitchens?

Try replacing the word coffee in the 
above with the word kitchen and maybe 
you’ll see where I’m coming from!

There are kitchens and then there are 
Cucina Colore kitchens.

A coffee is just a coffee, right?

Call me ‘hard to please’…

… but I like the Mereway of doing things.
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My name is Penelope Jordan and I would like to 

share my love of good art and design to show 

you how Cucina Colore through its range of 

interchangeable cabinet finishes, door colours 

and handles, offers you the ultimate design 

flexibility and brings colour, texture and drama 

to the one room in the house that can be truly 

called the heart of the home…

… the kitchen

Call me ‘passionate’…
But I like the Mereway of doing things

Penelope’s unique and beautiful art focuses on using a variety of textiles in a controlled repetitive 

order, exploring different ways of placing and folding shapes in a structured space, at the same 

time combining contrasting colour combinations to create a harmonious, engaging piece of art that 

is three-dimensional, tactile and pleasing to the eye.www.penelopejordan.com

The Cucina Colore 
designers are very 
passionate about 
good design.

I share that passion 
and like them, these 
are the words that 
inspire me

Award winning 
textile artist

Penelope
Jordan

............................................



Start by breaking the kitchen 
down into defined sections.

Here I have used the Segreto 
door style and broken it down 
into three sections (a), (b) 
and (c).

Now lets keep it simple by 
using one colour and one 
texture.

Pergamon Gloss Mulberry Painted Veneer

Graphite Plain Silk Graphite Plain Silk

Graphite Plain Silk Priory Blue Painted Veneer

Pergamon Gloss Anthracite Gloss

Pergamon Gloss Anthracite Gloss

Grey Bardolino

Pergamon Gloss Anthracite Painted Veneer

Pergamon Gloss Pergamon Gloss

Pergamon Gloss Anthracite Painted Veneer

Now let’s try different 
textures  finishes and colours.

What about combining 
two Painted Veneers and 
Painted Gloss.

...Now lets add a new colour 
with a Plain Silk finish in 
section (a) to complement the 
Pergamon Gloss.

...Or we could combine a 
Plain Silk and two contrasting 
Gloss finishes.

...Keeping the Graphite Plain 
Silk where it is, lets see what it 
would look like by including a 
Woodgrain finish in section (b).

...Now let’s use one of my 
favourite colours. A Painted 
Priory Blue complemented by 
a Grey Bardolino and a Painted 
Veneer finish.

As you can see, your 
options are endless.

Take your time, have fun and 
in no time at all you will have 
created a look that is unique to 
you and a kitchen that captures 
the essence of contemporary 
style living.

Choosing from so many exciting      options can appear a little overwhelming.
So lets make it easier

1

2

3

a    b    c    
4

5

6

a    b    c    

Grey Bardolino
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Everybody wants an island in 
their kitchen, don’t they?
Let me show you some of my favourite designs.

Islands can be used as both a design feature and a functional additional to your new kitchen. The most 
successful islands combine stunning design with function, providing a base for working, storage and relaxation.

They can make a statement and be the focal point of a room, especially if they are large or have an unusual 
shape. Add some individuality with your island by mixing colours and materials along with iconic feature units.

If you do not have the space to 
accommodate a full island into your 
kitchen, have you ever considered a 
peninsula – an extension to your current 
base units that incorporates a 
seating area giving you the 
same practicality of an island 
with a smaller footprint.

Choosing a curved island 
creates a great focal point in 
your kitchen. This island has 
a feature glazed unit so you 
can store those items you 
wish to put on display.

To finish this island off it has 
a mirrored plinth to give the 
effect the island is floating.

This small yet functional 
island has it all, open display 
units to store everyday 
kitchen essentials within easy 
access, practical pan drawers 
and cooking area.

This feature island provides 
symmetrical storage with 
matching worktop and end 
panels that creates a true 
focal point.

This peninsula incorporates a small seating 
space for an intimate kitchen.

Keeping with the curved island, 
here we have feature curved end 
shelves to store everyday kitchen 
essentials within easy access.

This large island incorporates 
plenty of storage space along 
with the practicality of cooking 
and food preparation and also 
combines a seating area.

Like the island above, this 
island has plenty of storage 
that combines a seating area 
around the cooking space 
which provides an intimate 
surrounding.

You can add a little extra style 
by having these open display 
units so you can put items on 
display within your kitchen.

1 4

2 5

3
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Over the next few pages, let us inspire 
you with some ideas by showing 
you some of our favourite kitchen 
presentations where colours, textures 
and door styles combine to create a 
truly individual contemporary kitchen.

Choose your look… or a combination of looks.

Futura
The Futura door creates a true handleless 
look by using a profile available in 
aluminium, black gloss, white gloss, grey 
satin and dark bronze satin.

Choice of Futura profile finishes

Aluminium Grey SatinBlack Gloss Dark Bronze SatinWhite Gloss

Please see our extensive range of 
handles on pages 92 and 93

Lastra
The Lastra slab door can be used with an 
extensive range of handles.

Integrated Handle

True  Handleless

Handle

Segreto
The Segreto door incorporates a clever ‘J’ handle 
to create a visually handleless look and feel.

12 13



1200mm wide double pan drawers Gun Metal wired glazed feature units Matching worktop goal post effect

Grey Satin

Futura

Futura

Striking and bold

Concrete

Tobacco Oak

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Futura Handleless Profile:

Combined with

Dark Bronze SatinFutura Handleless Profile:

14 15



Worktop goal post effect Feature open display base with a 
choice of storage inserts

Nordic Pine Light

White Gloss

Clean and crisp natural tones to give a ‘Scandi’ look

Lastra

Lastra

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Overall look:

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Combined with

Handle:

Handle:

Stainless Steel 9mm Bar Handle

Stainless Steel 9mm Bar Handle

16 17



Island with Concrete worktop

18 19

Galvanised ‘D’ handle

Galvanised ‘D’ handle

Lastra

Lastra

Urban and practical

Natural Oak

Russet

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with



Lastra

Lastra

Contemporary and tactile

Treviso Dark

Cashmere Silk

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Combined with

Handle:

Handle:

Brushed Nickel Slimline handle

Brushed Nickel Slimline handle

Bookcase Practical storage solutions

20 21



Feature open shelf display units cleverly integrated within the islandKey design features:
22 23

Wrap-over Handle

Wrap-over Handle

Lastra

Lastra

Contemporary and functional

Dark Cross-Cut

Cashmere Gloss

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with



Lastra

Lastra

Bold and Eclectic

Copper Gloss

Treviso Light

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with

Brushed Nickel Cylinder Bar

Brushed Nickel Cylinder Bar

Pan drawer open display unit Veneer curved end shelves
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26 27

Aluminium Futura profile Flexible mirror plinth

Futura

Futura

Clean and contemporary

Graphite Linen

Light Grey Matt

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Combined with

Futura Handleless Profile: Aluminium



28 29

Lastra

Lastra

Striking and unusual

Vintage

Grey Bardolino

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Combined with

Handle:

Handle:

Wrap-over Handle

Wrap-over Handle

Hi-line glazed single base units 1200mm wide pan drawers Midway storage system



Midway storage system Wooden drawer upgrade with wooden 
cutlery insert

30 31

Stainless Steel Open Square handle

Stainless Steel Open Square handle

Lastra

Lastra

Clean and Crisp

Pearl Basalt

Papyrus Painted Veneer

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with



Glazed black wall units and low level 
lifestyle furniture

Goal post effect Open shelving units with lighting options

Futura Lastra

Futura

Futura

Oak Deep Truffle Painted Veneer

Truffle Gloss

Truffle Painted Veneer

Door style 1: Door style 4:

Door style 2:

Door style 3:

Door finish 1: Door finish 4:

Door finish 2:

Door finish 3:

Combined with

Dramatic and enticingOverall look:

Futura Handleless Profile:

Handle:

Aluminium

Stainless Steel Uno Handle
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White drawer with plastic cutlery insert

34 35

Stainless Steel Wave Handle

Stainless Steel Wave Handle

Lastra

Lastra

Clean and crisp natural tones to give a ‘Scandi’ look

Light Ash

Light Grey Silk

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with



Midi oven housing units and integral glass lighting systemKey design features:

Futura

Futura

Beautiful gun metal and white striking contrast

White Gloss

Gun Metal Metallic

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Combined with

Futura Handleless Profile: Aluminium

36 37



Open veneer shelving

38 39

Lastra

Lastra

Lastra

Oak Dark

Stone Silk

Pumice Painted Veneer

Aluminium slimline handle

Aluminium slimline handle

Aluminium slimline handle

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Door style 3:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Door finish 3:

Handle:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with

Impactful and practicalOverall look:



It’s simplistic and economical contemporary designKey design features:

Lastra
Simple and functional

Light Grey Gloss Acrylic
Door style :

Overall look:

Door finish :

Handle: Chunky Polished Chrome ‘D’ Handle

40 41



Lifestyle furniture, matching back panels and wall mounted mediaKey design features:
42 43

Stainless Steel 9mm Square Bar Handle

Segreto

Lastra

Contemporary open plan living

Pergamon Gloss

Oak Deep

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Combined with



Open veneer shelving Open end display unit

Lastra

Lastra

Lastra

Natural Linen

Pebble Painted Veneer

Pergamon Gloss

Stainless Steel Open Square Handle

Stainless Steel Open Square Handle

Stainless Steel Open Square Handle

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Door style 3:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Door finish 3:

Handle:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with

Inspirational and excitingOverall look:
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Standard white pan drawer with 
recycling bin packs

Lastra

Lastra

Lastra

Dark Elm

Truffle Gloss

Truffle Painted Veneer

Stainless Steel Uno Handle

Stainless Steel Uno Handle

Stainless Steel Uno Handle

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Door style 3:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Door finish 3:

Handle:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with

Inspirational and excitingOverall look:
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Internal and external curves, midi height oven units and stainless steel plinthKey design features:

Lastra
Crisp clean curves

White Gloss
Door style:

Overall look:

Door finish:

Handle: Stainless Steel ‘T’ Bar Handle

48 49



Glazed wall units Sink drawer unit

50 51

Anthracite Wave Handle

Anthracite Wave Handle

Lastra

Lastra

Elegant and stylish

Oak Light

Light Grey Gloss

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with



Feature island unit with stainless steel plinthKey design features:

Futura

Futura

Clean and uber contemporary

White Gloss

Bronze Gloss

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Combined with

Futura Handleless Profile: Aluminium

Futura Handleless Profile: White
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Segreto
Modernistic and classy

White Painted Matt
Door style:

Overall look:

Door finish:

Integrated handle and corner post profile Feature end panel
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Hi-line double base with 
internal drawers

Segreto

Segreto

Contemporary and practical

Cadet Grey Painted Veneer

Pumice Gloss

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Combined with
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Pull out storage larder
Polished Chrome Slimline Handle

Polished Chrome Slimline Handle

Lastra

Lastra

A modern slab door with a textured woodgrain finish gives a contemporary twist

Mussel Woodgrain Foil

Pumice Woodgrain Foil

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with
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Full height doors External curved base unit Internal curved base unit
Brushed Nickel Slimline Handle

Brushed Nickel Slimline Handle

Lastra

Lastra

Modern curved styling

Pergamon Gloss

Mali Wenge Matt

Door style 1:

Door style 1:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with
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Aluminium Inserto Handle

Aluminium Inserto Handle

Lastra

Lastra

Ergonomic and streamlined

Porcelain Gloss

Anthracite Gloss

Door style 1:

Door style 2:

Overall look:

Door finish 1:

Door finish 2:

Handle:

Handle:

Combined with

Midi height oven units and stainless steel plinthKey design features:
62 63



Pull-Out Larder. Easy access to both sides

Swivel Larder Unit. S
wing

s 9
0º le

ft o
r r
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Larder and Base Unit Solutions
storage

Pull-Out Larder
This is the ideal storage solution for any modern fitted kitchen. All your groceries are 
easily seen and can be accessed from both sides. Height adjustable drawers  glide 
effortlessly out of a secure unit simply by pulling gently. Saving time and effort this larder 
avoids the problem of groceries being lost and forgotten at the back of a cupboard.  

Features and benefits

• Available in several widths

• Available in several heights

• Available in 4 or 6 non slip baskets

• High quality chrome baskets

• Stores weights up to 100kg (100 bags of sugar!)

Pull-Out Larder
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Swivel Larder Unit
With all the advantages of the Pull-Out Larder, the Pull-Out Swing Larder glides 
out and swings 90º left or right giving even better access.

Features and benefits

• Gentle pull-out and swing operation which is easy to use

• High quality mechanism chrome baskets

• Stores weights up to 70kg

Swivel Larder Unit

Pull-Out Base Units
With the right fitting, narrow gaps can provide a surprising 
amount of storage space and functionality, so why not put that 
unused space to practical use.

Features and benefits

• Full extension runners

• A range of accessories available

• High quality chrome finishes

• 150 wide solutions

• Available in tea towel or storage basket versions

    

Tea Towel Pull-Out

Storage Larder Unit
The Storage Larder Unit provides lots 
of space for bulk shopping. 

Features and benefits

• Easy three-sided access

• Volumous storage in 5 separate drawers

• Available in various sizes

  

Storage Larder Full Height Storage Larder
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Vertical Swing Up 
Wall Unit
Ideal for higher wall units. Vertical Swing Up systems give 
easy access and utilise all of the cabinet space.

Features and benefits

• Good access.

• Easy to lift.

• Smooth mechanism with rest position.

Vertical Bi-Fold 
Wall Unit
The ultimate in ease of use. This can be hand-operated or 
can be fitted with the Servo Drive System which opens 
the Bi-Fold Door at the touch of a button.

Features and benefits

• One-touch open and close operation.

• Variable stop ensures lift system remains in the desired position.

Make the best use of wall covered space and 
accessibility by incorporating a Bi-Fold Lift Solution.

Swing up Solutions
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Hand-operated Vertical Bi-Fold Wall Unit

Vertical Bi-Fold Wall Unit fitted with the Servo Drive System

Make the best out of 
storage space that 
sometimes goes unused.
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Cantilever Carousel
The Ultimate Corner makes the most out of 
wasted storage space from the back of 
cupboards. The shelves are adjustable and swing 
out individually and completely so accessing any 
stored item couldn’t be simpler.

Features & benefits

• Eliminates unnecessary lifting, bending or reaching

• Integrated Soft stop

• Suitable for both highline and drawerline applications

• Load capacity of each shelf is 20kg 

• Available to suit 450mm, 500mm and 600mm doors. 

• A Reddot Design Award winner

Carousel Corner 
The Carousel Corner is innovative and 
engineered so you have total control over the 
rotating movement. The doors fold away gently 
which make kitchen living very practical.

Features & benefits

• Grey or white anti-slip shelves with chrome wire galleries

• Revolving folding doors

• Height adjustable shelves

• Maximum load capacity: 25kg per shelf

Magic Corner 
The Magic Corner fits two complete pull-outs 
into one corner unit. Pull once gently and both 
the front pull-out and the rear one move forward 
into easy reach in one flowing movement.

Features & benefits

• Utilise lost space in corner situations

• Grey or white anti-slip shelves with chrome wire galleries

• Maximum load capacity 32kg

• The frame height allows for taller items in the top 

 basket or installation below a drawer line.

• Magic corner consists of 1 frame set and 1 basket set.
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Storage
Corner
Solutions
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This table shows 
what cutlery insert is 
compatible with your 
chosen drawer system.

Drawer System Plastic Stainless Steel Wooden
Standard Grey

Standard White

Wooden

 Orga-Line

68

This wooden drawer box is the ultimate drawer box which gives a quality feel 
which complements the contemporary outer. Integrated soft close ensures 
silent and effortless closing with just a light touch.

Wooden Drawer Upgrade1010
 YE
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years
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Drawer Solutions

Upgrade your 
drawer system

Choose your            cutlery drawer inserts

Available in single drawer in 450 and 500mm depths, and with 
widths of 400 /450 / 500 & 600mm or a double drawer of 800/ 
900 & 1000mm wide with the option of a Beech Knife Block insert.

There are two sizes of cutlery or utensil inserts which can be combined 
with options to create a drawer system which is individual to you and the 
size of your drawer. (Please speak to your retailer for more details)

You can also add ‘Options’ to your cutlery drawer with a Knife holder and 
the Foil Dispenser, making your cutlery drawer much more practical and 
easy to use.

The natural oak inserts consist of 3 standard sizes which can be combined 
with options to create a drawer system that is individual to you.

Plastic cutlery inserts Orga-Line flexible cutlery inserts Natural Oak flexible cutlery inserts

The grey or white Antaro drawer box is supplied as standard across our 
collection. The smooth sided drawer adds to a contemporary design. Integrated 
soft close ensures silent and effortless closing with just a light touch.

Standard Drawer - White

Standard Drawer - Grey

Standard White Drawer with plastic cutlery insert Wooden Drawer upgrade with natural oak cutlery insert including knife 
tray and ingredient options

Standard White Drawer with natural oak cutlery insert

400mm (w)

800mm (w) 900mm (w) 1000mm (w)

450mm (w) 500mm (w) 600mm (w)

Plastic inserts to fit 450mm deep

400mm (w)

800mm (w) 900mm (w) 1000mm (w)

450mm (w) 500mm (w) 600mm (w)

Plastic inserts to fit 500mm deep

Single 
cutlery 
insert

Single 
utensil 
insert

Double 
cutlery 
insert

Double 
utensil 
insert

Knife 
block 
insert

Spice tray 
insert 
200mm (w)

Knife tray 
insert 
200mm (w)

Cling film 
tray insert 
200mm (w)

Ingredient 
jar tray film 
tray insert 
200mm (w)Foil 

Dispenser 
Insert

Storage 
Jar 
Insert

Flexible inserts:

400mm (w) 450mm (w) 500mm (w)

Cutlery inserts:

600mm Wide
(400 + 1 
Option)

800mm Wide
(400 + 2 
Options)

900mm Wide
(500 + 2 Options)

1000mm Wide
(400 + 3 Options)

1200mm Wide
(400 + 4 Options)

In addition you can then choose from any 200mm Extension 
‘Options’ to suit drawers from 600 - 1200mm wide.
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Easy to use storage and cutting 
system makes that annoying job of 
struggling with cling film or foil a 
thing of the past.

Features & benefits 
• Clever pull and guillotine system 
• High quality stainless steel design

Convenient and practical way to 
store knives.

Features & benefits 
• Safe storage 
• High quality stainless steel design

Orga-Line knife block option Orga-Line foil dispenser option

Standard Drawer with stainless steel cutlery inserts
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This table shows which 
specialist option is 
compatible with your 
chosen drawer system.

Drawer Solutions
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Sink Drawer Pull Out Unit creates space out of previously unused areas.

Features and benefits 
• Removable storage trays 
• Clever u-shaped design doesn’t interfere with 
 plumbing or waste disposal units 
• Soft close drawer mechanism

The Pull-Out Waste Bin makes separating your recycled 
waste easy and more fun.

Features and benefits 
• Removable waste compartments 
• Soft close drawer mechanism

Also choose from a range of 
specialist drawer options

Standard White Pan Drawer with pin board plate holders

Standard Pan Drawer with adjustable plate holders

Standard Pan Drawer with drawer management system

Choose from a selection                of pan drawer optionsUpgrade your pan 
drawer system

Sink Drawer Unit

Pull-Out Waste Bin

This wooden drawer box is the ultimate drawer box which gives a 
quality feel which complements the contemporary outer. Integrated 
soft close ensures silent and effortless closing with just a light touch.

Wooden Drawer Upgrade

The grey or white Antaro drawer box is supplied as standard 
across our collection. The pan drawers square gallery design adds 
to a contemporary style. Integrated soft close ensures silent and 
effortless closing with just a light touch.

Standard Drawer - White

Standard Drawer - Grey
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Drawer 
System

Sink 
Drawer

Pull-Out 
Waste Bin

Standard - Grey

Standard - White

Wooden
Standard White Pan Drawer with recycling bin packs

Standard White Pan Drawer with pan drawer management
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Midway Storage Solutions
Wall mountable midway storage 
elements that are neatly fitted to 
the wall or splashback. The basic 
element for this system is a wall 
fixed rail. The storage elements 
are easily attached either above 
or below the rail. These elements 
are simple to slot in and slide to 
wherever they are needed.

1. Universal Hanging Rail 
This hanging rail is simple to fix to the wall 
anywhere in the kitchen to provide the extra 
space for your kitchen accessories.

Features & benefits 
• Stainless steel finish with end caps 
• One jointing connector 
• Wall connectors 
• All accessories mount from this

6. Knife Block 
A convenient place to store kitchen knives 
which are accessible.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Holds up to 7 knives 
• Accommodates knives of all sizes 
• Mounted from the bottom

2. Foil Roll Holder 
The perfect accessory for any kitchen, making it much 
easier to use the foil and film.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Integral foil and film cutter 
• Holds two rolls of either cling film or foil up to 330mm wide 
• Mounted from the bottom

7. Paper Roll Holder 
An accessible place to store and use 
paper towels.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Holds standard kitchen roll up to 295mm wide 
• Mounted from the bottom

8. Multi-Purpose Shelf 
Practical storage for cooking oil, cooking 
ingredients and bottles.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Available in 3 heights 140mm, 200mm and 300mm 
• Mounted from the bottom 
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3. Hook Rail 
Great for hanging any kitchen utensils.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Available in a 2 hook or a 6 hook version 
• Mounted from the bottom

4. Dish/Herb Pot 
A great kitchen accessory ideal for 
herbs and spices.

Features & benefits 
• Available in shallow and deep versions 
• Supplied with dividers for utensils

9. Top Mounted Shelf 
Ideal storage for commonly used 
ingredients and utensils.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Smoked glass decor inserts (order separately) 
• Available in 3 widths 235mm, 350mm and 585mm 
• Mounted from the top

5. Top Mounted Towel Rail 
An easily accessible place to store your 
kitchen towels.

Features & benefits 
• Titanium grey finish 
• Mounted from the top
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Media Solutions
Beautifully conceals all your media devices and accessories.

Specifically designed to conceal all your audio and visual equipment, our range of media solutions coordinates perfectly with your kitchen. 
Please consult your Mereway partner for help with planning and specifications.
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1    Clever wall 
panel system

 Conceals all the cables from your 
TV and media devices in a clever 
hidden channel.

Media Solutions

2 Versatile sleek 
aluminium trims

 Interlock the wall panels together 
and provide support for brackets 
that hold a number of shelves, 
cabinets and other accessories.

3 Wall units
 Choice of a selection of 

cupboards or shelves in a 
range of sizes.

4 Drawer base unit
 Soft closing, full extension drawers 

for easy access storage.
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5 Intelligent 
infrared sensor

 A discreet sensor gives you full 
control of all your media devices 
operated by single or multiple 
remotes even when the door is 
closed.

6 Shelving Units
 Sleek and unobtrusive aluminium 

shelves designed to interlock into 
the aluminium system can be used 
for speaker, docking systems or 
ornaments.

7 Base cabinet 
with integrated 
electric fire

 A stylish contemporary electric 
fire with integral flame effect.

8 Base cabinet for 
technology storage

 Beautifully conceals all of your 
audio, media and gaming devices 
in a specially ventilated cabinet 
with a fold down door.
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Lighting Solutions

Plinth LightingHD LED Surface Light
• High quality stainless steel
• Cool white or warm white light
• Can be operated by remote control
• Can be surface mounted or recessed
• Long lamp life

Round Plinth Lights
• 4 x LED clear lights
• Cool white or warm white light
• Create a stunning spot light 
 effect around your plinth
• Can be operated by remote control
• Long lamp life

ht

control

Square Plinth Lights
• Cool white or warm white light
• Create a stunning effect around your 
 plinth with Square plinth lights
• Can be operated by remote control
• Long Lamp life

Planning lighting into your kitchen 
creates mood and solves practical 
lighting solutions.

4

5

4

3

2
Quadra Plus LED Light
• High quality aluminium
• Can be fitted to under cabinet and 
 also over cabinet
• Cool white or warm white light
• Each bar has an integrated on/off touch switch. The 
 touch switch illuminates blue when the lights are 
 off for visibility
• The lens on this light, create an even spread of light
• Long lamp life and low energy consumption

Under Cabinet LightingU1

2

Drawer Lighting
HD LED 
Drawer Lighting
• Illuminates Pan Drawer
• Cool white light
• Built in sensor, the light will come on once 
 the drawer is opened and switch off as 
 soon as the drawer is closed.
• Long lamp life and energy efficient

come on once
ch off as

4

1

D3

Other Lighting Solutions

Power and USB Pod
• High quality aluminium or stainless steel
• Perfect solution for island units 
• 2 USB ports available for mobile phone 
 & IPod charging
• Specially designed chrome handle 
 makes it simple to pull the fitting out.
• Visible plugs and unsightly cables will 
 no longer be seen, the USB Pod 
 can be retracted fully whilst products 
 are still plugged in.

O5
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HD LED Tri Light
• High quality aluminium with cool white light
• High quality stainless steel with warm white light
• Can be operated by remote control
• Lasts up to 37,000 hours longer than halogen* 
• 80% less energy used  
 *based on normal average usage

LED Flexible Strip Lighting
• Can be used almost anywhere around the kitchen
• Cool white or warm white light
• Long lamp life and low energy consumption

L4

Down Lighting SolutionsD5

• High quality stainless steel
• Cool white light

• Slim LED light
• Cool white light

gSo
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Worktop Solutions
UrbanTop 38mm laminate worktops are an alternative to natural or solid surface worktops, practical and authentic these 
worktops are available in a variety of colours and finishes to suit every taste, please turn to page 90 to view all our finishes.
UrbanTop 38mm laminate worktops are an alternative to natural or solid surface worktops practical and authentic these

Our UrbanTop range will create a truly continental look and feel with matching 
cabinets and panels to give a coordinated look in your kitchen.

2    Butchers 
Block Edging

 Butchers block adds the perfect 
finish to woodgrain worktops that 
creates an authentic impression of 
a solid piece of timber.

5    Upstands
 A cost effective alternative to tiling. 

You can mix and match to create 
the perfect combination of colour 
and material in your kitchen.

6    Wall Panelling
 A contemporary alternative to tiling, 

a feature wall can be designed to 
create a seamless look - which is 
easier to maintain with minimal 
hassle and up keep required.

7    Cut & edged panels
 Panels can be cut and edged to  

create breakfast bars and provide 
a practical element to a kitchen.

31     End Panels
 These panels are used to create 

a ‘goal post’ effect by encasing 
the units to provide a truly 
contemporary kitchen.

    Matching Cabinets
 A selection of our worktop 

finishes are available in cabinets 
allowing you to create a seamless 
coordinated look.

4    Framing
 End panels can be used to encase 

units, this creates a uniformed 
and contemporary style for any 
modern kitchen.

1
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turn over for more finishes…
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Futura/Lastra Woodgrain Embossed Foil

Ivory* Mussel*** Pebble* Pumice***Ivory* Mussel*** Pebble* Pumice*** Cashmere***White*

Futura/Lastra Gloss Acrylic

Light Grey Gloss Cashmere GlossWhite Gloss

Futura/Lastra Gloss Painted

Porcelain Pergamon Light GreyPumice TruffleCashmere AnthracitePorcelainWhite Pergamon Light GreyPumice TruffleCashmere Anthracite

Reverse Door Finishes
* = The reverse of these doors are 
  finished in a matching colour

** = The reverse of these doors are 
  finished in pale grey

*** = The reverse of these doors are 
  finished in a complementary colour

All our doors come with a 

5 year guarantee

55 Y
EAR GUARANTEE

years

Glazed Feature Doors

Smoked Glazed Bronze Glazed Gun Metal 
Wired Glazed

Smoked GlazedClear Glazed d Bronze Glazedd Gun Me ltal

Futura/Lastra Gloss Designer

Copper Natural LinenBronze Graphite LinenDark Cross CutCopper Natural LinenPearl Basalt Dark ElmBronze Graphite LinenDark Cross Cutt

Segreto Matt Painted

Ivory Mussel Light GreyPumice CashmereIvoryWhite Mussel Light GreyPumice Cashmere

Segreto Gloss Painted

Porcelain Pergamon Pumice CashmerePorcelainWhite Pergamon Pumice Cashmere Light GreyLight Grey AnthraciteAnthracite

Select your door finish
Futura/Lastra Matt Woodgrain

Grey Bardolino Oak DarkTruffle Bardolino Oak GreyMali Wenge Oak DeepLight Ash Oak LightLight Ash Oak LightGrey Bardolino Oak DarkTruffle Bardolin Oak Greyo Mali Wengeo Oak Deep

Cashmere*** Graphite** Pale Pacific**Stone* Light Grey**Cashmere*** Graphite** Pale Pacific**Stone* Light Grey**

Futura/Lastra Plain Silk Foil

Ivory* Mussel*** Pebble* Pumice*Ivory* Mussel*** Pebble* Pumice* Cream***White*

Light GreyPumice Cashmere Light GreyPumice Cashmere

Futura/Lastra Matt Painted

Ivory MusselIvoryWhite Mussel

Futura/Lastra Matt Designer

Treviso Dark VintageTreviso Dark Vintage

ConcreteConcrete

Treviso Light Tobacco Oak Nautic Oak Nordic Pine LightNatural Oak Nordic Pine GreyNatural Oak t Nordic Pine GreyTobacco Oak Nautic Oak Nordic Pine Lightht

RussetRussetGun Metal



25 paint finishes of varying depths and tones created by skilled 
colourists for use in both traditional and contemporary kitchens.

Whether it’s a restoration project or a 
contemporary kitchen you are looking 
to create, this is an unrivaled colour 
collection where you can select a single 
colour, or a choice of complimentary 
colours with confidence.

Chalk White Prosecco Ivory Pantry Cream Calico

PumiceCaffe LattePapyrusPebbleMussel

Truffle Light Fern Dark Fern Light Sage Dark Sage

Pale GreyGun Metal GreyPriory BlueCobalt BlueDainty Blue

Castle Grey Cadet Grey Anthracite Grey Mulberry Plum

If you need some ideas on colour 
combinations that can be created from 
this collection then look no further than 
Colour-ties see pages 86 for details.
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Available when you choose:

From a collection of 25 carefully chosen colours you can 
create beautiful harmonious colour palettes.

On the opposite page we have shown just four possible palettes each created 
using just four colours and a suggested complimentary colour.

Many more are possible. The choice is yours.

All of our painted 
items are carefully 
matched by our 

expert paint 
finishers 

Chalk White

Prosecco

Ivory PumiceCaffe LattePapyrus

Mussel

Truffle

Light Fern Dark Fern Light Sage Dark Sage

Pale Grey

Gun Metal GreyPriory BlueCobalt BlueDainty Blue

Castle Grey Cadet Grey Anthracite Grey

Blue Palette

Earth Palette

Green Palette

Grey Palette

Futura/Lastra 
Painted Veneer Oak

Segreto Painted 
Veneer Oak

86 87



Choosing the right 
finish for you.
Choosing your cabinet 
and plinth finish is 
important, you can 
colour match to your 
desired kitchen finish 
or you can choose a 
stark contrast to suit 
your personality. It’s 
these touches that 
makes the kitchen 
your kitchen.

88 89

Select your cabinet & plinth finishes

* Mirror plinth is only available in a flexible plinth.

Rigid & Flexible Plinths

White Matt Pumice MattIvory Matt Cashmere MattMussel Matt Light Grey Matt

Truffle Gloss Mirror*Anthracite Gloss Stainless Steel

White Gloss Pumice GlossPorcelain Gloss Cashmere GlossPergamon Gloss Light Grey GlossWhihWhite lGlGloss PPumiice lGlGlossPPor llcel iain lGlGloss CCashhhmere lGlGlossPPergamon lGlGloss LiLighhht GGre Gy Gllloss

Cabinet with matching plinth

White Matt Ivory Matt Cream Matt Mussel Matt

Stone Matt

Light Grey Matt

Pebble Matt Cashmere Matt Pumice Matt

Pergamon GlossWhite Gloss

Light Grey Gloss

Oak Light

Light Ash

Oak Dark

Natural Oak

Grey Bardolino

Oak Grey

Tobacco Oak

Truffle Bardolino

Oak Deep

Nautic Oak

Porcelain Gloss

Mali Wenge

Rigid Plinths

Copper Gloss Dark ElmBronze Gloss Natural LinenDark Cross-Cut Graphite Linen Nordic Pine Light

Nordic Pine Grey ConcreteGun Metal (Metallic) Russet (Metallic)

White Gloss Treviso LightLight Grey Treviso DarkCashmere Vintage Pearl Basalt

Veneer cabinet & rigid plinths are available in all matching Horizontal Oak Veneer Painted door finishes.

Veneer Painted Rigid Plinths

Cadet Grey PlumAnthracite Grey Mulberry

Chalk White Pantry CreamProsecco CalicoIvory Mussel Pebble

Papyrus TruffleCaffe Latte Light FernPumice Dark Fern Light Sage

Dark Sage Priory BlueDainty Blue Gun Metal GreyCobalt Blue Pale Grey Castle Grey
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UrbanTop laminate worktops provide the essential combination of functional performance 
and creative flexibility to ensure your kitchen will look it’s best.

Choose your worktop finish

Laminate worktops

Light GreyWhite Cashmere Pumice

Truffle Bardolino OakGrey Bardolino Oak Light Ash Lancaster Oak

Oak Light Oak Grey Oak DeepOak Dark

Nautic Oak Natural Oak Tobacco Oak Concrete

A fantastic alternative to natural worktops and solid surface, great looking and a hard wearing option 
that won’t let your kitchen design down in any way. They are stain, heat and impact resistant and 
available in a variety of colours and finishes to suit every taste.

Worktop Specifications

Thickness 38mm

Number of finishes 16

Widths 1,500 to 3,000mm

Standard Depths 640, 940 & 1,200mm

Edging 
thickness

1.5mm Edged all round

Worktop Edging Matching Worktop Finish in Linear or Plain

End Finishing for 
Woodgrain

Butchers Block End Grain

Cut & Edged Up to 3,000 x 1,200mm

Durability 
The laminate surfaces are designed to 
withstand the stresses & strains of daily 
life, due to their high resistance against 
scratches and impact. Compared to real 
timber, our worktops are less prone to 
fading and changes after being exposed 
to direct sunlight. They are incredibly 
easy to look after, and unlike solid wood 
or stone surfaces, require minimal 
maintenance or repair.

Stain Resistance 
To remove those hard stains such as 
red wine and coffee, simply use a damp 
cloth & mild surface cleaner to easily 
remove in minutes.

Impact Resistance 
Every now and then, items stored away 
in cupboards can fall onto the surfaces. 
Our high density worktops are designed 
to withstand the impact of such items.

5 Year Guarantee 
We’re so confident that you wont be disappointed with the 
quality of our worktops that they come with a 5 year guarantee!

Butchers Block

To create an authentic ‘real wood’ look UrbanTop have developed an ‘End Grain’ 
effect edging we call Butchers Block that is applied to the worktops at both ends 
giving the impression of real timber. 

Lightfastness 
Unlike real timber, our laminate 
worktops are significantly less prone 
to fading and changes in colour caused 
from exposure to sun light.

Heat Resistance 
UrbanTop worktops have been 
rigorously tested against surface 
temperatures of up to 180 degrees and 
are designed to cope with the daily 
demands of a busy kitchen. We do 
however recommend the use of heat 
deflector plates above all built under 
ovens and dishwashers to protect the 
underside of the worktop surface.
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Satin Nickel Bow Handles
Available in 2 sizes

Chunky Polished Chrome ‘D’ Handle

97

Aluminium Inserto Handle

Available in 9 sizes

563
Stainless Steel 
Open Square Handle

564
Anthracite 
Open Square Handle

562
Stainless Steel 
Uno Handle

99
Brushed Nickel Square 
Handle

98
Polished Chrome Square 
Handle

565
Bright Chrome 
Inset Square Handle

566
Brushed Nickel 
Inset Square Handle

560
Stainless Steel 
Wave Handle

561
Anthracite 
Wave Handle

Satin Nickel Curved Bow Handle

234

Lacquered Matt Nickel Bridge Handle

620

Brushed Nickel Curved Bridge Handle

1028

Stainless Steel Strap Handle

623

Brushed Nickel Slender Arch Handle

1027

Lacquered Nickel Slim Bridge Handle

1037

Stainless Steel Angled Bridge Handles
Available in 2 sizes

Copper Square Bar Handles
Available in 2 sizes

Galvanised ‘D’ Handles
Available in 2 sizes

Iron Bridge Handle

617

1063

1060

1062

618

1064

1061

212

Satin Nickel ‘D’ Handles
Available in 2 sizes

213

92

Choosing the right handle for your Lastra door enables you 
to make an individual statement about you and your kitchen.

Polished Chrome Slimline Handles
Available in 4 sizes

208

201

289

353

Brushed Nickel Slimline Handles
Available in 4 sizes

1002

1001

1003

1004

Stainless Steel Rail Bar Handles
Available in 3 sizes

8167

8263

8423

Stainless Steel Rod Bar Handles 
Available in 3 sizes

8188

8237

8437

Stainless Steel ‘T’ Bar Handles
Available in 12 sizes

337

737

387

835

920

937

1185

437

510

237

537

655

Brushed Nickel Bar Handles
Available in 6 sizes

7237

7188

7337

7537

7437

7655
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Stainless Steel Slender Bridge Handles
Available in 3 sizes

1029

1030

1031

Brushed Nickel Cylinder Bar Handles 
Available in 3 sizes

1005

1006

1007

300

301

302

301

Polished Chrome Wrap Over Handles
Available in 3 sizes

303

304

305

Brushed Nickel Wrap Over Handles
Available in 3 sizes

Stainless Steel 9mm Square Bar Handles
Available in 4 sizes

633

6331

634

635

Handle choices

Stainless Steel Angled Bar Handles

Old Steel Angled Bar Handles

Black Steel Angled Bar Handles

Drawer 1023

Drawer 1057

Drawer 1055

Door 1022

Door 1056

Door 1054



Benefits:
1. Rigid glue and dowel construction in 
 19mm high density material

2. Colour co-ordinated exterior/interior

3. Co-ordinated solid 19mm top shelf 
 for extra rigidity

4. Co-ordinated solid 8mm back panels in all units

5. Concealed adjustable fixing brackets to 
 attach unit securely to wall

6. 47mm working void for easy access to 
 electrical and plumbing services

7. Drawer boxes with full extension and 
 integrated Blum ‘soft close’ system

8. 110º Blum® Integrated Soft Close Clip-on 
 Hinges for easy installation and adjustment

9. Adjustable shelves - 1 in Drawline, 2 in 
 Hi-Line - supported by stainless steel shelf pegs

10. Adjustable high quality legs to compensate 
 for uneven floors

11. Robust thermoplast in ABS edging on 
 all cabinet edges.

12. Integrated door buffers

13. 10 year Guarantee on all cabinets

With extensive experience in both 
development and design, we are proud to 
offer one of the most highly specified cabinets 
available. All our kitchens are made to fulfil 
your individual order, and are manufactured 
to the very highest of standards. 

Our quality drawer boxes are fully extendable 
allowing unrestricted access to the contents, 
and our ‘soft close’ system cushions both 
doors and drawers protecting fingers, 
cabinets and contents. 

Choose from handles, plinths, feature leg 
systems and end panels to complete the look.

Cucina Cabinet

Mereway Cabinet 
The Ultimate Test!
We have created a film of a tank crushing one of our 

kitchens to show you how strong they really are.

Scan the code to view the film or visit 
www.merewaykitchens.co.uk1010
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it’s all about…

...  the choice
•Contemporary through to traditional

•A look for all tastes, budgets 
and lifestyles.

•Bespoke and hand made

•Solid oak and hand painted

•Traditional in-frame craftsmanship.

...  the passion,
•Inspired by cosmopolitan culture

•Combinations of textures, 
colours and finishes.

To request one of these brochures please ask your retailer or visit www.merewaykitchens.co.uk

...  the detail,
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Please note: Due to photographic & printing processes some colours may not be a true representation of the product. Please see sample for actual colour. 

We reserve the right to make changes to design and specifications without prior notice. The photographs may show optional accessories which do not form part of the standard specification.
Colour reproduction: We take great care in the photography of products illustrated, however due to variables in the photographic and printing processes, colours may vary from actual 
product. All copyright is reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or whole, without permission will be liable to prosecution.

Acknowledgements: ©Hi Macs surfaces, ©Karndean flooring, ©Britannia Appliances, ©Best Cooker Hoods, ©Blanco Sinks and Taps, ©Caple, 

©Dixon Turner Wall Coverings, ©Fisher & Paykel Appliances, ©Siemens Appliances, ©Sensio, ©Blum and ©Kessebohmer 

www.merewaykitchens.co.uk

…it’s all about passion
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